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**Summary:** Students will design and create simple 2-D animated games, with a focus on educational games. They’ll work with game theory and design and explore concepts in interactive design. Students will also design a proposal for a more complex platform game.

**Required resources:** Digital Tutors “Flash ActionScripting™” CD. The CD offers technical support for students as they expand their knowledge of Flash and action script.

**In class:** Petersen brings games into class for students to play and critique. She says that playing board games allows students to see how game theory works. “Students need to understand the purpose or ultimate goal of the game and how players achieve that,” Petersen says. “They’re dealing with sophisticated problem-solving.” Students have already taken a 2-D animation class that introduced them to Adobe™ Flash software; now they’ll use Flash to create games and learn action script, the code that makes games run.

In Game Design, students learn more about the potential for interactivity. “They’ll really sharpen their technical skills—what they’re learning translates well to job skills,” says Petersen. In addition to creating several simple games, students will develop proposals for more complex platform games. Proposals will include backstory, background art, a main character, and simple character animation. Petersen cites Braid, a platform puzzle game for the Xbox™ 360, as an example of the type of game students could propose. “It’s been critically lauded because the artwork is spectacular and for the way the music enhances the idea of interacting in this world,” she says. Petersen points out that game design also offers an opportunity to explore narrative from a different perspective than traditional illustration.
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